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accomplish much for Christ, they didn't show any great gratitude r to

Him, any great at realization of what He had done, just saved as by

fire, we are not to be that, but to be those to whom He says well done

thou good and profitable servant, enter thou into the k joy of thy Lord)

If we are to be those, such as Jesus wishes us t3 be, we must have rnoosar.

As Solomon said, seize on to moosar. It is your life, he says, it is vital,

it is important. Take fast hold of it, let it not go, keep it.

Now there are three i aspects of moosar of which I would like to speak

this morning. And I think that they are vital to us if our lives

are to accomplish what they should for God, and to be acceptable to Christ
service

as we wish them to be. Not for salvation, but for effective nt-e ft,r

Him. The first element of Moosar which stands out aixax, is the discipline

of hard work. The discipline of effort, the discipline of taking hold and

going through with the thing that is desirable and necessary, even though

it be disagreeable to you. And even though it is xtkaaztatxtktigxx 'not

the easiest thing, the most pleasant, the most desirable thing to do.

It is much easier to stand around and argue and discuss this '.L and

the other doctrine and these things, and you pick up a little knowledge

from this fellow and that fellow and that one, you go forward, there is a

value in that sort of thing, but it ,easy to spend more time on a thing

when the same time spent burying your head in the work which you have before

you mastering the things that you have, will be far more desirable to the
d.wo, 004

Lord in the end. The moosar of getting cb-a digging and accomplishing the

work that is desirable and is necessary. I will not take time out now

to read that passage in Corinthians where Paul tells of what he went through"

for the sake of Christ. Oh how Paul rejoiced in the free grace of God

and said that we can add nothing to it, absolutely nothing, He has done it

all and there is nothing that we can add to it, but how anxious Paul was

to go forth and get this message to tkx others. He tells of how

he was seized on account of his faith and brought before wicked magistrates.

He tells of the times he was shipwrecked, the time he spent floating around
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